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NO DESERVING WOMAN IN BALUCHISTAN WOULD BE LEFT OUT IN RESURVEY OF BISP: MARVI

The incumbent government would ensure that no deserving woman in Baluchistan remains deprived of financial assistance of BISP. BISP will provide a real list of poor to the government for effective service delivery. The performance of governments whether it be federal, provincial or local depends on reliable data for better targeted programs to eradicate poverty. This was stated by Minister of State and Chairperson BISP MNA Marvi Memon while addressing a gathering of local government, notables and BISP beneficiaries in Divisional Office of BISP at Dera Murad Jamali. BISP beneficiaries and poor women who were left out in the previous survey from the village of Chatthar and other rural areas of Naseerabad attended the beneficiary outreach campaign.

In order to interact with the women of those areas which were neglected in the previous survey, Ms. Marvi, alongwith Advisor to Chief Minister Baluchistan and Minister for Mines and Minerals Development Mr. Muhammad Khan Lehri and Mr. Taj Baloch, also visited the villages of Muhammad Yaqub Saparra and Wahid Bakhsh Bangulzai of tehsil Tamboo. Chairperson BISP’s visits are part of beneficiary outreach campaign just ahead of the launch of pilot phase of National Socio-Economic Registry (NSER) update.

While explaining the salient features of the re-survey to the community, she stated that the discrepancies of previous survey would be removed in the new survey. Keeping in view the long distances and nomad population, this time BISP would make sure that no deserving women are left out in the resurvey as desired by the Prime Minister Muhammad Nawaz Sharif and Finance
Minister Senator Ishaq Dar. The Minister added that Pakistan would lead the world in targeting the poor population after creating best National Socio Economic Registry.

Chairperson BISP reiterated that in the pilot phase, resurvey would be initiated by middle of this year in fifteen districts and a tribal agency namely Mirpur (AJK), Charsadda, Lakki Marwat, Haripur (KPK), Chakwal, Layyah, Faisalabad, Bahawalpur (Punjab), Jacobabad, Sukkar, Thatta (Sindh), Gilgit (Gilgit Baltistan), Qila Saifullah, Kech, Nasirabad (Balochistan) and Mohammad Agency (FATA). After completion of the pilot phase, national roll out of resurvey will be started in January 2017.